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1. Would you like to be “Drenched” in comfort with your contact lenses? New
technology gives contacts the ability to both stay moist and transmit high levels of
oxygen through the lens material. Ask our doctors about trying one of these new
silicone hydrogel, high-tech contact lens designs!
2. The doctors at Barrington Eye Care are licensed in the diagnosis and treatment of eye
disease. They can prescribe the appropriate medications or treatment for pink eye,
conjunctivitis (con-junc-ti-vi-tis), eye injury or glaucoma. When you or a family
member needs immediate medical treatment or care, please call our office and we'll
give you priority in scheduling your appointment.
3. You will receive the area’s most comprehensive and state-of-the-art eye examination.
We have convenient daytime, evenings, and Saturday hours. Be sure to visit our office
at 330 East Main Street, Suite One East.
4. Two thirds of the population over the age of 65 experiences some loss of vision due
to cataracts, macular degeneration or glaucoma. At the Barrington Eye Care Center,
these conditions can be diagnosed and the appropriate treatment plan recommended in
order to restore functional vision to our patients.
5. The Barrington Eye Care's Optical Center offers a large selection of quality frame
styles, including Prada, Coach, Maui Jim, Gold & Wood, Daniel Swarovski (sworeoff-ski), Lafont (luh-font), Giorgio Armani and Juicy Couture (k’tour) eye wear. We
also have exclusive lines that offer quality, unique style and allow you to express
yourself through your eyewear. These lines include, Face A Face (foss uh foss), and
Anne uh Valentine, just to name a few. We even carry prescription swim goggles,
diving masks and sports protection eyewear. Our trained optical staff makes it easy to
choose the frame and lens that is best suited for your needs. Be sure to ask us about
new developments in products like the more durable anti-glare treatment and new
Varilux progressive lens which allows you to wear a smaller frame than ever before.
So, stop in today and browse through our selection of eyewear and accessories
including eyeglass cases, chains and fashion contact lens cases.
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6. At Barrington Eye Care the doctors are highly skilled in Pediatric Optometric Care.
They are trained to diagnose and treat children's visual disorders, such as lazy eye,
amblyopia (am-blee-o-pee-ah), poor eye tracking skills, strabismus( strah-bis-muss)
or crossed eyes.
7. Varilux Ipeso (vare-ih-lucks ip-see-oh) progressive, available only from select eye
care professionals. We at Barrington Eye Care are part of that select group! Only a
small percentage of eye care professionals nationwide have been extensively trained
in the use of the varilux Ipeso vision print system and are qualified to prescribe and
dispense the Ipeso progressive lenses. The only progressives designed uniquely for
you! See the world the way you were meant to see it, more naturally than ever before.
8. We are the proud owners of a VISX (vis-icks like physics) Star Excimer (X-ah-mer)
laser! We are committed to providing full scope eye care including Lasik(lay-sick)
Vision Correction. Please call and ask for Sue, our laser vision coordinator, for a free
Lasik evaluation.
9. Our doctors specialize in difficult-to-fit contact lens designs. One of the most popular
contact lens designs for our "over-forty" patient is the new Bausch & Lomb Bifocal
contact lens.
10. Barrington Eye Care now carries the complete line of Oakley Eyewear, including
sunglasses and ophthalmic frames! Feel free to stop by and see the latest in Oakley
eyewear design!
11. If you are looking for unique and unusual eyewear, stop in and visit the optical at
Barrington Eye Care. We carry wonderful and exclusive frame lines like the rich,
natural wood frames of Gold & Wood. Or perhaps maybe you’re drawn to the sparkle
of Swarorski crystal eyewear! We also carry the exciting new frame lines of Juicy
Couture, Prada, and Coach, Stop in and let us help you find your new look!
12. Do you have glaucoma? If you can't immediately answer "no" then you need to call
Barrington Eye Care today to schedule an exam using the most advanced glaucoma
detection technology available - the GDx-VCC. Because glaucoma has no symptoms
or pain, millions of Americans have the disease and are not even aware of it and
thousands are blinded by glaucoma each year. Our doctors can determine in seconds if
you have the disease or not. The GDx-VCC exam is fast and requires no dilation. Call
today and schedule your exam. Isn't your vision worth 60 seconds?
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13. We are happy to announce that at your next eye exam you will be able to experience
the benefits of the latest technology in eye care, the Optomap (op-tuh-map) exam. The
Optomap retinal exam provides a safeguard for you and your family against health
threats and can help to prevent possible loss of vision. It gives our doctors the most
complete view of the back of your eye available to day, enabling early problem
detection, without the discomforts typically associated with dilation drops such as
blurred vision and sensitivity to light.
14. Do you want thinner and lighter weight eyeglass lenses? Consider the new high index
1.74 lens material for the thinnest, lightest weight lenses possible! This new
technology includes the Avance (uh-von-say) lens treatment for optimal glare control.
This is a win-win combination for extremely thin lenses with no glare! Please ask our
opticians about high index 1.74 the next time you visit!

